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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is a continuation of the quite extensive study by a number of
authors of the subalgebra lattice of a Lie algebra. A subalgebra U of a Lie
algebra L is called modular in L if it is a modular element in the lattice of
subalgebras of L; that is, if
 :  :U, B l C s B , U l C for all subalgebras B : C
and
 :  :U, B l C s B l C , U for all subalgebras U : C ,
 :where X, Y denotes the subalgebra of L generated by X and Y. A
subalgebra Q of L is called a quasi-ideal of L if QV : Q q V for every
subspace V of L. Quasi-ideals have been studied in several papers,
w xincluding 1, 2, 8, 18 , and are quite well understood. Much is also known
about modular subalgebras through a number of investigations, including
w x3, 9, 10, 16, 17, 19 : the only known examples of modular subalgebras
which are not quasi-ideals are the one-dimensional subalgebras of the
three-dimensional nonsplit simple Lie algebras and the standard maximal
  ..2subalgebra of the Hamiltonian Lie algebra H 2: 1: F g .
w xIn 6 , a dualised version of the modular conditions was introduced: a
subalgebra U of L is called modular* if
 :  :U, B l C s B , U l C for all subalgebras B : C
and
 :  :U l B , C s B , C l U for all subalgebras C : U.
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w xThis was followed up by Towers 15 , who studied Lie algebras all of whose
w xmaximal subalgebras are modular*, and by Bowman and Varea 7 , who
studied Lie algebras having a subalgebra which is both modular and
modular* a class which contains those having a subalgebra which is
.maximal and modular* . The objective of this paper is to elucidate further
the structure of Lie algebras L containing a modular* subalgebra, and the
position of such a subalgebra within L.
In Section 2 we collect various preliminary results concerning modular*
subalgebras, particularly relating to their interactions with ideals in the
algebra. In Section 3 we first show that all modular* subalgebras of a
nilpotent Lie algebra are inside the centre. This is used to deduce that if
L2 is nilpotent then all proper core-free modular* subalgebras of L are
inside the abelian socle of L, unless L is almost abelian. It is further
shown that any element of such a nilpotent-by-abelian Lie algebra L
which is inside a minimal ideal of L spans a modular* subalgebra of L.
The Section 4 is concerned with nonsolvable Lie algebras over a field of
characteristic zero. It is shown that every proper modular* subalgebra is
inside the abelian socle of L unless L is three-dimensional nonsplit simple
or almost abelian. Finally, in Section 4 the main result is that if L is a Lie
algebra over a field of characteristic different from 2, 3 and containing an
almost abelian modular* subalgebra, then L itself is almost abelian.
Throughout L will denote a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over a field
ÇF. The symbol [ will denote an algebra direct sum, whereas q will
indicate a direct sum of the vector space structure alone. We will use the
notation A : B to mean that A is a subset of B, whereas A ; B
indicates that A is a proper subset of B.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this section there are no restrictions on the underlying field
F. The following three lemmas have been proved elsewhere, but will be
used extensively and so are included for completeness.
LEMMA 2.1. Let U be a modular* subalgebra of L, let B be any subalge-
bra of L, and let I be an ideal of L contained in U. Then U l B is modular*
in B, and UrI is modular* in LrI.
w xProof. This is shown in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 of 6 .
LEMMA 2.2. Let U be a modular* subalgebra of L. Then, for e¨ery
 :x g L _ U and 0 / u g U, the subalgebra Fx is maximal in u, x .
w xProof. This is Lemma 3.1 of 7 .
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LEMMA 2.3. Let u g L. Then Fu is modular* in L if and only if B is
 :maximal in u, B for all subalgebras B of L such that u f B.
w xProof. This is Lemma 2.12 of 6 .
If X is a subset of L, then the centraliser of X in L is the set
 4C X s y g L: yX s 0 . .L
 .If X is an ideal of L, then so is C X . The following lemma is anL
w ximprovement on results obtained in 15, 6 and shows important interac-
tions between proper modular* subalgebras of L and ideals of L.
LEMMA 2.4. Let U be a proper modular* subalgebra of L, and A an ideal
of L with U ­ A. Then ua s l a for all u g U, a g A. Furthermore, eitheru
 .i UA s 0; or
 .  . Çii A is abelian and U s U l C A q Fu where ua s a for allL
a g A.
Proof. If A : U, then the fact that ua s l a for all u g U, a g Au
w xfollows from Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 2.1 of 7 . So assume that A ­ U.
 :Let a g A _ U, u g U _ A, and put C s u, a . Then C s Fu q A l C.
But Fa is maximal in C, by Lemma 2.2, so A l C s Fa and C s Fu q Fa.
 .Hence ua s l u, a a for all a g A _ U, u g U _ A. Since U _ A spans U,
 .it follows that ua s l u, a a for all a g A _ U, u g U. Moreover, A l U
 .is ad u -invariant, giving that every element of A is an eigenvector of
ad u, and thus that ua s l a for all u g U, a g A.u
Then the map L: U ª F: u ¬ l is a one-dimensional representationu
 .of U, and so is either trivial, in which case UA s 0 and we have i , or else
 . <ÇU s Ker L q Fu with l s 1. In the latter case, ad u is the identityAu
2  .map and a derivation of A, from which A s 0 and we have ii .
The following characterisation of proper modular* ideals was proved in
w x  w x .15 . It essentially appears in 6 also.
THEOREM 2.5. Let U be a proper modular* ideal of L. Then U 2 s 0,
ad x acts on U as a scalar map for all x f U, and L2U s 0.
w xProof. This is Corollary 2.4 of 15 .
2 Ç 2The Lie algebra L is called almost abelian if L s L q Fu, where L is
abelian and uy s y for all y g L2. The previous result can be used to give
the following modification of Lemma 2.4.
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THEOREM 2.6. Let U be a modular* subalgebra of L, and A an ideal of L
with A ­ U and U ­ A. Then either
 . 2i U s 0 and UA s 0; or
 .  .2ii U q A is almost abelian and A ; U q A .
 .  . 2Proof. Put B s A q U l C A . Then, either U : C A or A s 0,L L
 .by Lemma 2.4; in either case, U l A : U l C A . HenceL
B l U s U l C A q U l A s U l C A , .  .L L
 .so U l C A is a modular* subalgebra of B, by Lemma 2.1. Moreover,L
 .since A ­ U, we have that U l C A is a proper modular* ideal of B,L
and is thus abelian, by Theorem 2.5.
 .  .Suppose first that U : C A . Then U l C A s U and we have caseL L
 .i .
 .So suppose now that U ­ C A . Then A is abelian and U sL
 .UlC A qFu where uasa for all agA, by Lemma 2.4. Now UqAsBL
qFu, and B is an ideal of U q A with U ­ B and B ­ U. Also, U is a
modular* subalgebra of U q A, by Lemma 2.1, and UB / 0, so B2 s 0
 .and ub s b for all b g B, by Lemma 2.4. Hence we have case ii .
As a consequence of the above result, proper modular* subalgebras of
L which are not inside the derived algebra of L are easily classified.
COROLLARY 2.7. Let U be a proper subalgebra of L with U ­ L2. Then U
is modular* in L if and only if one of the following holds:
 .  .i U : Z L ; or
 .ii L is almost abelian and there is an element u g U such that ad u
acts as the identity map on L2.
Proof. Suppose that U is modular* in L. Since U ­ L2, there is a
maximal subalgebra M of L with L2 : M and U ­ M, whence L s M q U.
 .  .Now M is an ideal of L with U ­ M and M ­ U, so either i or ii holds,
by Theorem 2.6.
The converse is straightforward.
3. SOLVABLE ALGEBRAS
In this section we consider proper modular* subalgebras of nilpotent-
by-abelian Lie algebras. Over a field of characteristic zero, of course, every
 .solvable Lie algebra belongs to this class. We shall denote by Z L the
 .  .centre of L: that is, Z L s C L . If A and B are subalgebras of L withL
 . w xB ; A, then a J-series or Jordan]Dedekind series for the interval A: B
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is a series
B s A ; A ; ??? ; A s A0 1 n
of subalgebras of L such that A is maximal in A for 1 F i F n. We sayiy1 i
w x.that this series has length, l A: B , equal to n, and we say that L is a
J-algebra if, whenever A and B are subalgebras of L with B ; A, then all
w xJ-series for A: B have the same length. A special J-algebra is a J-algebra
w x.in which l A: B s dim A y dim B for all subalgebras A and B of L
such that B ; A. We can use the fact that nilpotent Lie algebras are
special J-algebras to identify their modular* subalgebras.
THEOREM 3.1. Let U be a proper modular* subalgebra of the nilpotent
 .Lie algebra L. Then U : Z L .
 :Proof. Choose any x f U, 0 / u g U. Then Fx is maximal in u, x ,
 : w : x.  :by Lemma 2.2, and so dim u, x s l u, x : 0 s 2, giving u, x s
Fx q Fu. By the nilpotency, this is an abelian subalgebra, whence U L _
.U s 0. But L _ U spans L, and therefore UL s 0.
Next we have a lemma which is needed to establish our first main result
in this section.
LEMMA 3.2. Let L be any Lie algebra with nilradical N, let U be a
modular* subalgebra of L with U : N, and let u g U. Then the ideal, A , ofu
L generated by u is abelian. Moreo¨er, for all x g L, either ux s 0 or
 .u g L ad x , the Fitting one-component of L relati¨ e to ad x.1
Proof. First note that U is a modular* subalgebra of N, by Lemma 2.1,
 .  .so U : Z N , by Theorem 3.1. Since Z N is an ideal of L, it is clear that
 .A : Z N , whence A is abelian.u u
 .  .If x g Z N , then ux s 0. Now choose any x g L _ Z N and let
 :  .ÇD s u, x . Then D s Fx q A l D . Now A l D is abelian and Fx isu u
maximal in D, by Lemma 2.2, so A l D is an irreducible module for Fx.u
 .It follows that either x A l D s 0, in which case xu s 0, or elseu
 .  .x A l D s A l D, and then A l D : L ad x .u u u 1
Let A be a subalgebra of L. The core of A in L, A , is the largest idealL
of L contained in A; if A s 0, then A is said to be core-free. The abelianL
socle of L, Asoc L, is the sum of the minimal abelian ideals of L. We can
now establish some necessary conditions for a core-free subalgebra of a
nilpotent-by-abelian Lie algebra to be modular*.
THEOREM 3.3. Let L be a Lie algebra in which L2 is nilpotent, and let U
be a proper core-free modular* subalgebra of L. Then either
 .i L is almost abelian and U is one dimensional and is spanned by u
where ad u acts on L2 as the identity map; or
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 . 2  .ii U : Asoc L, L U s 0, and dim U l A s 0, 1 for each minimali
ideal A : Asoc L. Furthermore, if U l A s Fu, then A s A , the ideal ofi i i u
L generated by u.
2  .Proof. If U ­ L , then case i holds, from Corollary 2.7 and the fact
that U is core-free.
So suppose now that U : L2. Then U is a modular* subalgebra of L2, by
Lemma 2.1, and L2 is nilpotent, so L2U s 0, by Theorem 3.1. If L2 : M
2  .for all maximal subalgebras M of L, then L s f L , so L is nilpotent
 w x .  .see 13 , for example and U : Z L , by Theorem 3.1 again, contradicting
the fact that U is core-free. Hence there is a maximal subalgebra M of L
such that L s L2 q M.
Choose B to be a subalgebra of L which is minimal with respect to
2 2  . 2 2  .L s L q B. Then L l B : f B , whence B : L l B : f B and B
is nilpotent. Moreover, U l B is a modular* subalgebra of B, by Lemma
 .  .2.1, and so U l B : Z B , by Theorem 3.1. It follows that U l B : Z L ,
and hence that U l B s 0 since U is core-free.
Pick any u g U. Putting C s Fu in the second modular* identity gives
 :  :Fu s U l B , u s B , u l U,
 :so Fu is a modular* subalgebra of B, u , by Lemma 2.1. If A is as inu
`  .kLemma 3.2, then clearly A s  u ad B . Writeu ks0
 : ÇC s u , B s A q B s B q B ,u 0 1
where B , B are the Fitting null and one-components of C relative to0 1
2  .ad B. Clearly B : B . If ub s 0 for all b g B _ L , then Fu : Z L ,0
contradicting the fact that U is core-free. Thus there is a b g B _ L2 such
 .that u g C ad b , by Lemma 3.2. It follows that u g B and A s B . We1 1 u 1
now have that C s A q B and A l B s 0.u u
Since Fu is a modular* subalgebra of C, B must be a maximal
subalgebra of C, by Lemma 2.3, and so A is a minimal ideal of L for allu
u g U. If A s A , thenu u1 2
 :  :Fu s B , u l U s B , u l U s Fu ,1 1 2 2
so u and u are linearly dependent. This completes the proof.1 2
We would like to know to what extent the conditions given in the above
theorem are sufficient to ensure that U is modular* in L. It is towards
addressing this question that the next result is directed.
THEOREM 3.4. Let L be a Lie algebra o¨er any field F, U an irreducible
L-module with L2U s 0, and B a subalgebra of L. Then, for each u g U,
there is an irreducible B-submodule of U containing u.
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 .Proof. Let s : L ª End U be the corresponding representation, andF
 .  .let A be the subalgebra of End U generated by s L . Then A isF
 2 .primitive because U is irreducible, and is commutative since s L s 0. It
follows that A is a field which is a finite extension of F. But the
 .subalgebra K generated by s B is a finite-dimensional subalgebra of A,
and hence is a subfield of A. Then, for any u g U, Ku is the desired
irreducible B-submodule of U containing u.
Although we cannot answer our sufficiency question fully, we can now
give the following partial result.
COROLLARY 3.5. Let L be a Lie algebra o¨er any field F with L2
nilpotent, and let u g A, where A is a minimal ideal of L. Then Fu is a
modular* subalgebra of L.
Proof. First note that L2 l A is either 0 or A. The former implies that
L2A : L2 l A s 0; in the latter case A : L2, which is nilpotent, and so
again L2A s 0.
Let B be any subalgebra of L with u f B. Then, by the previous
theorem, there is an irreducible B-submodule, A : A : Asoc L, with1
 :u g A . Put C s u, B . Now A q B is a subalgebra of L containing u1 1
and B, so C : A q B. Also, B ; A q B since u f B.1 1
Suppose that M is a subalgebra of L with B : M : A q B. Then1
M s B q A l M and A l M is a B-submodule of A . Irreducibility of1 1 1
A shows that A l M s A or A l M s 0. The former implies that1 1 1 1
A : M and M s A q B; the latter gives that M s B. Hence B is a1 1
 :maximal subalgebra of A q B s C s u, B and Fu is a modular*1
subalgebra of L, by Lemma 2.3.
4. NONSOLVABLE ALGEBRAS
In this section we consider the case when L is not necessarily solvable.
The following lemma will be useful.
LEMMA 4.1. Let L be a Lie algebra o¨er any field F, and let S, T be
nonzero ideals of L such that L s S [ T and dim S ) 1. If u, x g S are such
 :that S s u, ux , then Fu is not a modular* subalgebra of L.
Proof. Suppose that Fu is a modular* subalgebra of L. Pick any
 .  :0 / y g T. Then F x q y is a maximal subalgebra of u, x q y , by
 .  :  :  :Lemma 2.2. But u x q y s ux g u, x q y , so S s u, ux ; u, x q y
 .  :and F x q y ; Fx q Fy ; S q Fy s u, x q y , a contradiction.
In order to make progress we shall now restrict our attention to fields F
of characteristic zero. First we look at semisimple algebras.
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THEOREM 4.2. Let L be a semisimple Lie algebra o¨er a field F of
characteristic zero, and let U be a proper modular* subalgebra of L. Then U is
one dimensional and L is a three-dimensional nonsplit simple Lie algebra.
Proof. Let L s S [ ??? [ S , where S is a simple ideal of L for each1 n i
1 F i F n. Then U ­ S implies that US s 0, by Lemma 2.4. If U is noti i
 .contained in any of the simple components of L, it follows that U : Z L
s 0, which is impossible. Hence we may suppose that U ; S . Pick u g U.1
 :Then there is an element y g S such that S s u, y , by Theorem 5 of1 1
w x14 . Lemma 2.2 now shows that Fy is a maximal subalgebra of S , which is1
therefore three-dimensional nonsplit simple. Finally, a straightforward
application of Lemma 4.1 shows that L s S .1
Now for the general case. To shorten and clarify the proof of our main
theorem, we separate out the following lemma.
LEMMA 4.3. Let U be a proper modular* subalgebra of a Lie algebra L
o¨er a field F of characteristic zero. Then either U is contained in the radical of
L or else L is a three-dimensional nonsplit simple Lie algebra.
 .ÇProof. Let L s R q S [ ??? [ S , where R is the radical of L and S1 n i
is a simple subalgebra of L for each 1 F i F n, and suppose that U ­ R.
Then uy s l y for all u g U, y g R, and either RU s 0 or R2 s 0, byu
Lemma 2.4.
Suppose first that S U s 0 for every 1 F i F n. Since U ­ R, there is ani
element u g U _ R. But now R q Fu is a solvable ideal of L, which is
impossible.
ÇSo suppose now that S U / 0. Then Lemma 2.4 implies that U ; R q S1 1
s L , say, and S U s 0 for every 2 F i F n. Choose u g U _ R, and write1 i
u s u q u , where u g R, 0 / u g S . If R2 s 0, then, for any y g R,r s r s 1
uy s u y s l y. Thus, for every ¨ g S ,s u 1
l ¨y s ¨ u y s yu y¨ y y ¨u s l ¨y q ¨u y , .  .  .  .u s s s u s
 .  .whence ¨u y s 0 for all ¨ g S . It follows that C R / 0, and hences 1 S1
that S R s 0. But we now have L R s 0, which gives RU s 0.1 1
 .So we have shown that U : L and that RU s 0. Thus C R ­ R,1 L1
 .whence R q C R is an ideal of L strictly larger than R and soL 11
 .L s R q C R . But then1 L1
 .  .k kk . k .L s R q C R s C R : C R .  .  .1 L L L1 1 1
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k . k .  .for sufficiently large k. Hence S s S : L : C R , and so S R s 0.1 1 1 L 11
 .This shows that S is an ideal of L and that L s S [ R q S [ ??? [ S .1 1 2 n
It follows from Lemma 2.4 that U : S . But now S is a three-dimensional1 1
nonsplit simple Lie algebra and U s Fu : S , by Theorem 4.2. Finally,1
Lemma 4.1 shows that L s S .1
Our main result, giving necessary conditions for a proper subalgebra of
L to be modular* in L, produces only one wholly new case in addition to
those found in the previous section, although a little less information is
available this time.
THEOREM 4.4. Let U be a proper modular* subalgebra of a Lie algebra L
o¨er a field F of characteristic zero. Then one of the following holds:
 . 2i L is almost abelian, and there is an element u g U _ L such that
ad u acts as the identity map on L2;
 .ii L is three-dimensional nonsplit simple, and U is one dimensional;
 .iii U : Asoc L.
2  .  .Proof. If U ­ L , then either i or iii holds, from Corollary 2.7, since
 .Z L : Asoc L.
 .If U ­ R, where R is the radical of L, then ii holds, by Lemma 4.2.
2  2 .So suppose that U : L l R. Then L l R U s 0, by Theorem 3.1,
since L2 l R is nilpotent. Let A be the ideal of L generated by U. As in
 2 .Lemma 3.2, it is easy to see that L l R A s 0; in particular, A
 2 .is abelian. We can consider A as an LrL l R -module. Moreover,
LrL2 l R ( S [ B, where S is a semisimple ideal and B is an abelian
 . <ideal. If b g B, we can write ad b s ad b q ad b , where ad b , ad bA s n s n
 . <are the semisimple and nilpotent parts of ad b , respectively. By LemmaA
3.2, Ub s 0, giving Ab s 0, so each element of B acts semisimply on A.n n
w xIt follows from 12, Theorem 11, p. 47 that A is completely reducible as
 2 .an LrL l R -module, and hence as an L-module. We thus have case
 .iii .
 .It would be useful to have more information in case iii of the above
theorem. However, the best that we can do at the moment is the following.
THEOREM 4.5. Let L be a Lie algebra o¨er a field F of characteristic zero,
Fu a modular* subalgebra of L contained in the radical of L, and S a simple
 .subalgebra of L which is not ad-semisimple. Then u g C S .L
ÇProof. Let L s R q S, where R is the radical of L, and put B s1
 : Çu, S . Then B s A q S, where B l R s A is a minimal ideal of B, since
S is a maximal subalgebra of B, by Lemma 2.3.
 4Let V s span u: Fu is a modular* subalgebra of L . Then V is1
invariant under all automorphisms of L , and hence invariant under all1
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w xderivations of L , by 13, Corollary 3.2 . It follows that V is an ideal of L ,1 1
and hence that V l B is an ideal of B. Since A is a minimal ideal of B
and A l V l B / 0, we deduce that A : V l B.
Let x g S be ad-nilpotent; that such an element exists is a consequence
of the fact that S is not ad-semisimple and the Jordan]Chevalley decom-
 :position. Then Fu is a modular* subalgebra of u, x , which is nilpotent,
and so ux s 0. This holds for every modular* subalgebra Fu of L1
contained in A. But the previous paragraph shows that A is spanned by
such elements, and so xA s 0.
 .  .Now C A is an ideal of S and is nontrivial, so C A s S, and theS S
result is established.
5. MODULAR* SUBALGEBRAS WHICH ARE ALMOST
ABELIAN
Finally, we would like to try to remove some of the restrictions on the
characteristic of F in the previous section. Bowman and Varea have shown
that if F has characteristic different from 2, 3, then every proper modular*
w xsubalgebra of L is either abelian or almost abelian 7, Corollary 4.6 . The
results of the previous sections appear to imply further that they are nearly
always abelian. It would therefore seem most realistic to try to characterise
those Lie algebras having an almost abelian modular* subalgebra. In fact,
we can show that, with the above restrictions on F, such a Lie algebra is
itself almost abelian.
 .If u g L, the normaliser of u in L, N u , is defined byL
 4N u s x g L: xu s lu for some l g F . .L
We shall need the following lemma.
LEMMA 5.1. Let L be a Lie algebra o¨er an arbitrary field F, and let U be
2 Çan almost abelian modular* subalgebra of L with U s U q Fu, where
2  .uy s y for all y g U . Then N u s Fu.L
 .  .Proof. Suppose that N u / Fu. Let x g N u _ Fu, so that ux s luL L
2  :for some l g F, and let y g U . Clearly x f U. Put V s x q y, u . Then
 .  :  .  :y s u x q y y lu g V, so V s x, y, u . Now F x q y ; x, y : V,
 .  :and F x q y is a maximal subalgebra of V, by Lemma 2.2, so V s x, y .
 :But then, similarly, Fx is a maximal subalgebra of V and Fx ; x, u : V,
 :so V s x, u s Fx q Fu. It follows that y s a x q b u for some a , b g F,
whence
y s uy s u a x q b u s alu , .
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and y s 0. This must hold for every y g U 2, so U is abelian, a contradic-
tion.
A m-algebra is a nonsolvable Lie algebra in which every proper subalge-
bra is one dimensional. We can now prove the promised result. The
restrictions on the characteristic are used to dismiss the possibility that L
might be simple.
THEOREM 5.2. Let L be a Lie algebra o¨er a field F of characteristic
/ 2, 3, and let U be an almost abelian modular* subalgebra of L. Then L is
almost abelian and there is an element u g U such that ad u acts as the
identity map on L2.
Proof. Let L be a minimal counterexample, so U is a proper subalge-
bra of L. If U ­ L2, then Corollary 2.7 gives a contradiction. So we have
U : L2.
Suppose first that L2 / L. Let M be a maximal subalgebra of L
containing L2. Then L s M q Fx for some x g L, and M is almost
2 Çabelian, from the minimality of L. Put M s M q Fu, where u g U and
um s m for all m g M 2. Then L2 s M 2 q Fux. If ux g M 2, then U : L2
s M 2, which is impossible, since M 2 is abelian. Thus L2 s M and
u s m q a ux for some m g M 2, a g F. But now, for all m g M 2,1
m s um s m q a ux m s a ux m .  .1 1 1 1
s ya xm u y a m u x .  .1 1
s a xm q a m x s 0.1 1
This shows that M is abelian, a contradiction. Hence L s L2.
Suppose next that L is not simple. Let A be a maximal ideal of L. If
A ; U, then LrA is almost abelian, from the minimality of L and Lemma
2.1; but then L / L2, a contradiction. If U : A, there is a maximal
subalgebra M of L containing A, and M is almost abelian. Since U is
almost abelian, U ­ M 2 and there is a u g U such that um s m for all
m g M 2. As A is an ideal of L, we must have M 2 : A; in fact, since
M s M 2 q Fu, we have M : A and A is a maximal subalgebra of L. Thus
Ç 2L s A q Fx and L / L , a contradiction. Hence A ­ U and U ­ A. If
L s A q U, Theorem 2.6 gives a contradiction, so A q U is a proper
subalgebra of L.
 .If C A : A, then A q U s A q Fu for some u g U, where ua s aL
for all a g A, by Theorem 2.6. Now pick any x f A q U. Then
0 s ux a q xa u q au x .  .  .
s ux a q ax y ax s ux a for all a g A. .  .
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 .It follows that ux g C A : A. But now A q U is an ideal of L. TheL
maximality of A implies that A q U s L, a contradiction.
 .  .  .If C A ­ A, then L s A q C A . Now C A ­ U, as A q U / L,L L L
 .  .and U ­ C A , by Theorem 2.6. It follows from Theorem 2.6 that C AL L
is abelian, whence L2 s A2 : A and L / L2, a contradiction.
Finally, suppose that L is simple. Let M be a maximal subalgebra of L
2 Çcontaining U, and write M s M q Fu, where u g U, uy s y for all
2  .y g M . Then N u s Fu, by Lemma 5.1, and so Fu is a Cartan subalge-L
bra of L. It follows that L is a rank one simple Lie algebra and hence
central simple. Let V be the algebraic closure of F, and put L s L m V.V F
Then L is simple and Vu is a Cartan subalgebra of L . LetV V
L s Vu [ L .V V a
agF
be the decomposition of L into its root spaces relative to Vu. Then everyV
 .  w xroot space L is one dimensional see 5, Corollary 3.8 for the case ofV a
.  2 .  .characteristic greater than 3 . Clearly M : L , where a g F, so MV V a
is two dimensional and U s M. We infer that L has a maximal modular*
w xsubalgebra, and so must be a m-algebra, by 7, Corollary 4.5 . But then U
cannot be almost abelian, a contradiction.
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